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Abstract. Generative Pretrained Transformers (GPT) have significantly
improved natural language processing, showcasing enormous versatility
across diverse applications. Although GPT models have enormous po-
tential, they frequently encounter issues such as mistakes and hallucina-
tions, which may limit their practical use. Addressing these shortcomings,
Retrieval-Augmented Generation (RAG) represents an innovative ap-
proach that potentially enhances the accuracy and reliability of these
models by leveraging external databases to correct and enrich their out-
puts. In our study, a RAG-augmented GPT-4 model was tested within
an AI-focused Massive Open Online Course (MOOC) and outperformed
a standard GPT-4 model, achieving an 85% success rate compared to
81%. Notably, it also surpassed the average student performance, under-
scoring its ability to deliver precise and contextually relevant responses.
These findings suggest the potential of RAG in enhancing AI models for
educational use and indicate that instructors can leverage this technol-
ogy to refine assessment methods and that students can achieve more
personalized and engaging learning experiences.
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1 Introduction

The introduction of Large Language Models (LLMs), such as the generative
pre-trained transformer (GPT), has significantly transformed the field of artificial
intelligence, specifically in the domain of natural language processing [1,2,3,4].
These models have shown impressive performance in diverse fields such as finance,
technology, and healthcare [5,6,7]. Nevertheless, although large language models
possess remarkable capabilities, they are not without limitations. They tend to
’hallucinate’, whereby they produce content that may be factually inaccurate
[8,9]. This phenomenon has the potential to give rise to information that may
contradict established facts.

To overcome this issue, researchers developed the Retrieval Augmented Gener-
ation (RAG) technique, which was first proposed by Lewis et al. in 2020 [10]. RAG
enhances LLMs by dynamically incorporating external knowledge during the
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generation process, which enhances the model’s capacity to produce precise and
pertinent responses. This marks a significant advancement in LLMs, especially for
generative tasks [11,12]. Although RAG has demonstrated potential in different
fields, its application in educational settings, particularly within Massive Open
Online Courses (MOOCs), remains underexplored. This research gap motivated
us to investigate how large language models enhanced with RAG could improve
content accuracy in educational settings.

In our previous research, we explored how RAG enhances the performance
of GPT models across four MOOC modules, finding significant improvements
in response accuracy [13]. We continue the work initiated in [13] by conducting
a more in-depth analysis, not only of accuracy but also of the relevance of the
responses. Additionally, we are introducing a new personalized prompt designed
to align the language model more precisely with the pedagogical requirements of
learners. This innovation aims to foster richer and more engaging interactions
between students and the GPT model, which is used as a learning companion in
the online course. Such enhancements are expected to improve the effectiveness
of autonomous learning.

Our study is guided by two main research questions. (RQ1): Does integrating
RAG into the GPT-4 model improve the pedagogical quality (accuracy and
relevance) of answers in MOOCs? Hypothesis 1 (H1): We hypothesize that
GPT-4 enriched with RAG will exhibit improved performance over standard
GPT-4 with respect to the pedagogical quality of generated responses. The
second question (RQ2) is: How does the performance of RAG-augmented GPT-4
compare with that of students in MOOC exercises? We propose two hypotheses:
(H2) the RAG-augmented GPT-4 will exceed the average scores of students, and
(H3) the RAG-augmented GPT-4 will exceed the highest scores obtained by
students.

2 Model

Our architecture enhances user interaction by augmenting GPT model with
the Retrieval-Augmented Generation technique, as depicted in Figure 1. The
workflow starts with the submission of a query by a user, which is subsequently
converted into a vector representation using OpenAI’s text-embedding-ada-002
model [14] for retrieval-augmented generation. This embedding model was selected
based on its capacity to accurately capture the semantic details of text within
contexts that are specific to a particular domain. After vectorizing the query, the
system navigates through a database of domain-specific text embeddings to detect
segments, referred to as ”chunks”, that have the highest cosine similarity scores.
These selected segments were then combined with the initial user query to enhance
the prompt by providing additional context. The prompts are based on White et
al. [15]’s description of the Persona Pattern Prompt (see Figure 2). The goal of this
strategy is to increase student engagement and facilitate learning in educational
contexts. The enriched prompt is then fed into a Large Language Model such
as GPT-4 to generate responses that are precise, contextually appropriate, and
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reflective of domain-specific knowledge. Our model aims to achieve superior
response quality by utilizing both retrieval-based methods and the generative
capabilities of the GPT-4.

Fig. 1. Overview of the model architecture: From user query processing to response
generation, taken from [13].

Fig. 2. Prompt configuration for RAG-augmented GPT-4.

3 Methods

In this section, we first describe the dataset used in our study. Following this,
we outline two experiments designed to evaluate the performance enhancements
that Retrieval-Augmented Generation technology provides to GPT-4 model,
particularly within MOOC environments.

3.1 Dataset

Our research employs the AI MOOC focused on artificial intelligence developed
by University TELUQ [16]. This course is segmented into four modules, each
focusing on different AI aspects: general AI concepts, symbolic AI, connectionist
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AI, and AI applications in education. Our analysis focuses on the first module,
which includes 33 assessment exercises for the purposes of this study. There
are eight true/false questions, seven multiple-choice questions, four matching
exercises, and fourteen fill-in-the-blank exercises in this set of exercises. Table 1
presents examples of these questions to provide a better understanding of the
assessment types used in evaluating GPT models.

Table 1. Examples of exercises used for GPT models evaluation.

Question Type Example

True/false Indicate whether the following statement is true or false:
An intelligent agent cannot adapt its actions to its environment nor
act upon it.
1. True
2. False

Multiple Choice Question Select the correct answer: According to Yann LeCun, making a
machine intelligent allows it to:
A. dream.
B. memorize.
C. learn.
D. perceive.

Matching exercise Match each definition with its corresponding term from the follow-
ing:
Definitions:
1. Various digital technology, mathematical, and other components
that enable the design of an autonomous car.
2. The ability of a neural network to adjust itself, changing its
behavior based on an environment, this ability can be used during
the learning phase.
3. A robotic arm that has learned through trial-and-error manipula-
tion to handle a Rubik’s Cube.
Terms:
A. Artificial Intelligence
B. Adaptability
C. Intelligent Agent

Fill-in-the-blank Fill in the blank:
To pass the test of ..., the computer must be equipped with an
artificial vision device to perceive objects and a robotic capability
to manipulate objects and move.

3.2 Experiment Design

Our experimental approach consists of two distinct components, each designed
to provide comprehensive insights into the effectiveness of the RAG-augmented
GPT-4 model. The first experiment evaluates the efficacy of the RAG-augmented
GPT-4 comparing it to the standard GPT-4 model. The second experiment aims
to conduct a comparative analysis between the responses of students and those of
the RAG-augmented GPT-4, focusing specifically on the same MOOC exercises.

Experiment 1: GPT-4 Models Performance Evaluation (RQ1)

Objective In Experiment 1, the objective is to evaluate the impact of incorporating
the retrieval technique on GPT-4 model outputs, which involves integrating
external information to enhance response quality. Specifically, we aim to compare
the accuracy and the relevance of responses produced by the RAG-enhanced
GPT-4 model with those generated by the conventional GPT-4 model.
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Procedure

– Data: We utilized the 33 assessment exercises from the first module of the
MOOC as queries for both models, as detailed in Table 1.

– Prompt Configuration for RAG-augmented GPT-4: The prompt depicted in
Figure 2 is structured as follows:

• Persona Prompt: ”Act as a learning companion in an artificial intelligence
course. Provide outputs that a learning companion would create for each
question.”

• Query and Contextual Integration: Each exercise’s text replaces the
’question’ placeholder, and the ’context’ placeholder is filled with segments
that are contextually appropriate. These segments are selected based
on high cosine similarity scores from a domain-specific text-embedding
database, as detailed in Section 2.

– Standard GPT-4 Model Configuration: The standard model uses a similar
persona prompt but without additional contextual data integration.

Evaluation Process The answers from both models were processed sequentially
as they appeared in the MOOC, without feedback on incorrect responses. An
independent reviewer, a Ph.D. candidate in cognitive computing, scored the
answers using a binary scale (0-1) based on two criteria: accuracy and relevance.

For accuracy, a score of ”1” was assigned to answers that were factually
correct, while a score of ”0” was given to those that were factually incorrect or
contained fabrications, referred to as hallucinations.

Relevance was assessed based on how well an answer addressed the specific
question posed; accurate answers received a score of ”0” if they did not directly
relate to the question.

This binary scoring system simplified the assessment process, enabling a
direct comparison of the two models’ performance on the same set of exercises,
consistent with the MOOC’s established grading standards.

Experiment 2: Comparison of RAG-augmented GPT-4 and Student
Performance (RQ2)

Objective This experiment aims to assess the effectiveness of the GPT-4 model
augmented with Retrieval-Augmented Generation by comparing it to the perfor-
mance of students on the same set of 33 MOOC exercises.

Participants The sample for this study consisted of twenty students, with a gender
distribution of seven males and thirteen females. The participants’ ages ranged
from 22 to 35 years. The study included participants with diverse educational
backgrounds, with 60% pursuing computer science, 25% pursuing education, and
15% pursuing engineering. All participants voluntarily participated in this study.
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Procedure The procedure involved conducting 33 exercises under controlled,
exam-like conditions without any external assistance for both the students and
the GPT-4 model augmented with RAG. This approach guarantees that the
evaluation closely matches real testing situations, allowing for an equitable
comparison of performance between human learners and the AI model.

Evaluation Process The exercises were part of the course evaluations for the
students, who completed them in a conventional academic environment. In parallel,
the RAG-augmented GPT-4 produced responses under identical conditions to
ensure consistency. We then conducted a direct comparison between the students’
responses and those generated by the augmented model, assessing both for
accuracy. This comparative approach facilitated a fair evaluation and provided
valuable insights into the practical efficacy of the RAG-enhanced GPT-4 model
in an educational setting.

4 Results

In this section, we present the results of using Retrieval-Augmented Generation
with the GPT-4 model in MOOC environments. We organize the results around
the main research questions.

4.1 Research Question 1 (RQ1): Does integrating RAG into the
GPT-4 model improve the pedagogical quality (accuracy and
relevance) of answers in MOOCs?

In addressing RQ1, we evaluated the performance of the standard GPT-4 model
and its enhancement with Retrieval-Augmented Generation technology using
a dataset of 33 exercises from an AI MOOC. The results indicate a slight
improvement in both accuracy and relevance when the GPT-4 model is augmented
with RAG. The standard model achieved a success rate of 81% in both accuracy
and relevance, while the augmented model showed an improvement to 85% in
accuracy and 84% in relevance. Table 2 summarizes the comparative results of
the exercise assessments in module 1 of the MOOC.

Table 2. Exercise assessment results on module 1.

Exercise Type
GPT-4 RAG-augmented GPT-4

Accuracy Relevance Accuracy Relevance

True False 8/8 (100%) 8/8 (100%) 8/8 (100%) 8/8 (100%)
Multiple-Choice 5/7 (71%) 5/7 (71%) 5/7 (71%) 5/7 (71%)
Matching 3/4 (75%) 3/4 (75%) 4/4 (100%) 4/4 (100%)
Fill in the blank 11/14 (79%) 11/14 (79%) 10/14 (71%) 9/14 (64%)
Total 81% 81% 85% 84%
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4.2 Research Question 2 (RQ2): How Does the Performance of
RAG-augmented GPT-4 Compare to that of Students in MOOC
Exercises?

Concerning RQ2, we evaluated the performance of the RAG-augmented GPT-4
across 33 different types of exercises within an MOOC and compared its results
with those of an average student. The model demonstrated superior performance,
surpassing the average for all exercise types. It achieved an overall success rate of
85% compared with a student average of 60%, as indicated in Figure 3. Notably,
the model scored 100% in the True/False and matching exercises, whereas its
performance in the Fill in the blank tasks was 71%, which is still well above the
student average of 35%.

As detailed in Table 3, the performance analysis of students reveals diverse
outcomes across various exercise types. Both the median and mode in True False
exercises achieve a perfect score of 100%. In multiple-choice question (MCQ)
exercises, the median success rate decreases to 57%, while the most frequent
score (mode) is even lower at 43%. The matching exercises demonstrate a median
success rate of 75% and a mode of 100%. Fill in the blank exercises are particularly
challenging, as indicated by a median and mode score of 43%.

Table 3. Median and mode for each exercise type.

Exercise Type Median Success Rate (%) Mode Success Rate (%)

True False 100 100
MCQ 57 43
Matching 75 100
Fill in the blank 43 43

Further analysis of the RAG-augmented GPT-4’s performance indicates
its superior capabilities compared to students. For instance, the model’s 52th
percentile ranking in the True/False and Multiple Choice exercises suggests
competitive performance, with the model either exceeding or matching the scores
of more than half of the students. Regrading the matching exercises, the RAG-
augmented GPT-4’s percentile ranking of approximately 67th demonstrates its
superior performance, surpassing the scores of the majority of students. Moreover,
the model’s 95th percentile ranking in the Fill in the Blank exercises highlights
its exceptional performance, placing it within the top 5% of student scores. This
indicates that the RAG-augmented GPT-4 outperformed 95% of students in Fill
in the Blank exercises.

5 Discussion

The findings obtained from experiment 1 demonstrate that the GPT-4 model when
enhanced with Retrieval-Augmented Generation, attains an average accuracy
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Fig. 3. Average student (blue) and RAG-augmented GPT-4 (green) percentage scores
across different types of exercises.

rate of 85% and an average relevance rate of 84%. In contrast, the standard
GPT-4 model recorded a success rate of 81% for both accuracy and relevance. The
findings of this study provide evidence in support of Hypothesis 1 (H1), which
claimed that incorporating retrieval capabilities would enhance the performance
of the GPT-4 model in generating responses within MOOC settings.

The results of experiment 2 not only confirm that the RAG-augmented GPT-4
performed better than the average student, thus validating Hypothesis 2 (H2), but
they provide partial support for Hypothesis 3 (H3). This evidence indicates that
the model performs exceptionally well in different types of exercises, especially
in fill in the blank exercises, where it consistently achieved scores within the
top 5% of student performance. These tasks, which are characterized by the
need to both remember factual information and apply it in a specific context,
often pose a challenge for students, as indicated by their relatively low median
and mode scores. Nevertheless, the RAG-augmented GPT-4 shows exceptional
proficiency in these exercises. Its advanced understanding and data processing
abilities are specifically designed to perform effectively in tasks that frequently
present significant challenges for human learners.

In our study, we focused specifically on the capabilities of GPT models
enhanced with Retrieval-Augmented Generation. This technique enables the
GPT models to access external databases or documents, retrieving information
that is then incorporated into their responses. This process enhances the accuracy
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and relevance of the content generated. The results of our study demonstrate the
potential of GPT-4 augmented with RAG to improve educational experiences,
providing advantages for students as well as instructors.

For students, the Persona Prompt, designed to act as a ’learning companion’,
could significantly enhance student engagement and improve learning outcomes.
This role enables the technology to guide learners effectively by providing con-
structive feedback, posing thought-provoking questions, and encouraging the
exploration of new perspectives. Consequently, the integration of RAG-augmented
GPT-4, which utilizes the Persona Prompt, has the potential to further enrich
educational experiences through the creation of immersive and dynamic dialogues.
It serves as a sophisticated ’learning companion’, as envisioned by Chan and
Baskin [17], offering students instant clarifications and in-depth explanations
that are customized to their levels of understanding.

However, it is crucial to recognize that the RAG-augmented GPT-4 is not a
substitute for human instructors. It lacks the deep understanding that human
instructors have of their learners’ backgrounds, cultures, and individual learning
needs. While this technology can deliver accurate answers and facilitate learning,
it cannot replace the nuanced understanding and adaptability of an instructor.

Instructors should adopt a more sustainable assessment approach that priori-
tizes the cultivation of higher-order cognitive abilities, including critical thinking
[18], problem-solving, and creativity [19]. These skills are less susceptible to
replication by GPT models. It is recommended that instructors prioritize the
improvement of learning and skill acquisition over solely preparing students
for traditional evaluations[19]. This can be achieved by integrating more com-
plex assessments such as problem-solving activities and collaborative learning
that necessitate active demonstration of comprehension. These methods en-
hance students’ understanding and utilization of knowledge, cultivating a more
comprehensive educational approach.

In Retrieval-Augmented Generation systems, the effectiveness of the retrieval
component is crucial, as it sources relevant information for content generation.
Enhancing this component, particularly through the Hybrid Retrieve approach,
has significantly improved RAG systems [20]. Hybrid Retrieve combines dense
and sparse retrieval methods, capitalizing on dense retrieval’s ability to capture
semantic similarities and sparse retrieval’s efficiency in keyword matching. This
combination results in a more effective retrieval process, enhancing the quality
and relevance of the information provided to the generator [21,22]. Consequently,
RAG systems based on Hybrid Retrieve could become more capable of producing
accurate and contextually relevant outputs, paving the way for advancements in
educational technologies and beyond.

Although our study yielded encouraging results, it is crucial that we recognize
and address its limitations in order to attain a thorough comprehension. The
relatively small sample size (N=20) may affect the statistical robustness and
generalizability of our findings. Additionally, our research was conducted on a
single MOOC platform and exclusively assessed French language exercises, in-
cluding multiple choice, true/false, matching, and fill-in-the-blank questions. This
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specialization may limit the generalizability of our findings to other educational
contexts that utilize a diverse array of assessment types and languages.

To overcome these limitations, future research should incorporate a larger
sample size and a broader selection of MOOCs featuring varied exercise formats
and languages. Addressing these limitations will enhance our understanding of
the effectiveness of GPT-4 augmented with RAG across different educational
settings.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

Our study has demonstrated the enhanced capabilities of the GPT-4-augmented
model in handling diverse assessment exercises within a MOOC setting. By
integrating Retrieval-Augmented Generation with GPT-4, we have not only
enhanced the accuracy and relevance of responses but also demonstrated clear
superiority over the average performance of students across various types of
exercises.

Looking ahead, we plan to extend our research by conducting two detailed case
studies involving students from diverse geographical backgrounds. These studies
aim to analyze the broader impact of our RAG-augmented GPT-4 model on the
online learning experience. We will evaluate not only academic performance but
also factors such as students’ motivation, engagement, and feelings of isolation.
The ability of the RAG-augmented GPT-4 to serve as a learning companion
through the Persona Prompt and provide contextually relevant information
can enhance the learning experience, making it more engaging and motivating.
Furthermore, by delivering timely and relevant responses, the augmented model
can help reduce feelings of isolation, particularly in online learning environments.
This comprehensive analysis will offer deeper insights into how such advanced AI
tools can be effectively integrated into various educational settings, ultimately
improving learning experiences.

The integration of RAG-augmented GPT-4 into educational environments
promises transformative changes. This innovative technology can revolutionize tra-
ditional teaching methods by equipping instructors with advanced tools to enhance
student engagement and enrich the learning experience. The RAG-augmented
GPT-4 enables customized learning experiences by adjusting educational content
to meet the specific needs of individual students. This ensures that learning is
not standardized but personalized, addressing each individual’s needs. Addition-
ally, the model promotes a more engaging and interactive learning environment
through its natural language processing capabilities. As a sophisticated learn-
ing companion, the RAG-augmented GPT-4 can significantly enhance student
engagement, motivation, and learning outcomes.
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